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Abstract—Increasing privacy and security concerns in
intelligence-native 6G networks require quantum key
distribution-secured federated learning (QKD-FL), in which
data owners connected via quantum channels can train an
FL global model collaboratively without exposing their local
datasets. To facilitate QKD-FL, the architectural design and
routing management framework are essential. However, effective
implementation is still lacking. To this end, we propose a
hierarchical architecture for QKD-FL systems in which QKD
resources (i.e., wavelengths) and routing are jointly optimized
for FL applications. In particular, we focus on adaptive QKD
resource allocation and routing for FL workers to minimize
the deployment cost of QKD nodes under various uncertainties,
including security requirements. The experimental results show
that the proposed architecture and the resource allocation
and routing model can reduce the deployment cost by 7.72%
compared to the CO-QBN algorithm.

Index Terms—Federated learning, quantum key distribution,
adaptive resource allocation, stochastic programming.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent security threats from quantum computers are leading

to a revolution in the use of quantum channels for secret

key distribution, i.e., quantum key distribution (QKD), for the

transmission of confidential information [1]. In intelligence-

native 6G communications [2], security and privacy are crucial

requirements in distributed artificial intelligence (AI) training.

On the one hand, federated learning (FL) enables multiple

FL workers to train a global model while keeping their data

local [3], [4]. On the other hand, QKD distributes secure keys

for FL nodes to encrypt the model parameters [5]. However,

the resource allocation problem in QKD-FL remains a critical

challenge that prevents the implementation of such secure

communication systems.

For resource allocation in QKD-FL systems, researchers

have proposed solutions that must be effective [6]. For exam-

ple, in [7], for the problem of selecting and routing among FL

nodes, the authors introduced a resource allocation framework

based on federated reinforcement learning, where the model

transmissions of remote devices are protected by adaptive jam-

ming. For the QKD resource allocation problem, the shortest

path-based heuristic algorithm was proposed for measurement-

device-independent-QKD (MDI-QKD) networks [8]. How-

ever, the above works solve the routing problem and the re-

source allocation problem separately, which leads to nonlinear

and inefficient resource allocation issues in quantum-safe FL

systems. Moreover, the current works on resource allocation

schemes for quantum Internet mainly focus on developing

static algorithms [9], [10], while the uncertainty in quantum

states and quantum communication is largely neglected.

To address these issues, in this paper, we propose a hier-

archical architecture for QKD-FL systems in which adaptive

QKD resources and routing are jointly considered. In this

framework, the QKD network manager performs joint opti-

mization of resource allocation and routing policies in the

QKD network to provide services for unpredictable security

requirements, i.e., dynamic secret-key rates, in the FL network.

To handle uncertain factors, we formulate the joint assignment

and routing problem as a two-stage stochastic programming

model. Therefore, adaptive decision-making in the reserva-

tion and on-demand stages can efficiently enable quantum-

protected FL applications to obtain sufficient quantum secure

keys.

The major contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows:

• We introduce a hierarchical architecture for QKD-FL

systems, where resource allocation and routing decisions

are coupled. To supply enough secret keys for machine

learning models during collaborative training among FL

nodes, the QKD network managers allocate QKD re-

sources from QKD nodes and determine routing strategies

for QKD links.

• We formulate and solve the stochastic programming (SP)

model to obtain the optimal decisions on resource alloca-

tion (i.e., QKD and KM wavelengths) and routing from

a limited resource pool. In the proposed model, adaptive

QKD resource allocation and routing are performed with

prior knowledge in the reservation stage and realization

in the on-demand stage.

• We highlight the superiority of the proposed model by

evaluating the performance under real-world network

topology and comparing the solution of the proposed

model with an existing baseline algorithm.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Federated Learning

As a growing concern for user privacy, FL for wireless

edge networks was introduced and attracted the increasing

http://arxiv.org/abs/2208.11270v2


attention of researchers from both physical and application

layers [2], [11]. For example, Wang et al. in [12] proposed

a decentralized cooperative edge caching algorithm based

on federated reinforcement learning. This algorithm enables

wireless IoT devices to collaboratively train a global model

while keeping their private data samples locally. Moreover,

Xu et al. in [7] developed an intelligent incentive mecha-

nism based on federated reinforcement learning with multiple

agents. In this mechanism, the problems of incentivizing FL

workers and managing radio resources were jointly addressed

by training a global multi-task model collaboratively. However,

the training and inference processes of FL is subject to serious

security threats, e.g., during the model transfer, from both

eavesdropping attacks and the upcoming era of quantum com-

puting, which is able to break traditional encryption methods

efficiently.

B. The Quantum Internet

With the ability to provide information-theoretic security

for communications, QKD and QKD-secured systems are ex-

pected to protect various 6G communications such as optical,

satellite, maritime, and their cross-layer communications [2],

[9]. Unlike traditional QKD protocols, such as Bennett-

Brassard-1984 (BB84) and Bennett-Brassard-Mermin-1992

(BBM92) [1], modern QKD protocols based on MDI tech-

nology can provide longer distribution distance and stronger

security without assuming trusted relays [13]. To minimize

the cost of deploying QKD resources in MDI-QKD, Cao et

al. in [8] proposed a static linear programming model and

the CO-QBN algorithm to efficiently manage QKD networks.

However, existing QKD resource allocation schemes largely

overlook uncertain factors such as user demand for secret

key rates, which is unpredictable, especially in FL networks

where the FL workers can participate and leave the model

training dynamically and spontaneously. Therefore, it is the

aim of this paper to optimize the QKD-FL network resources

with the objective to minimize total costs while meeting

uncertain demand and network conditions. The authors in [14]

proposed the resource allocation scheme for quantum-secured

space-air-ground integrated networks (SAGIN) in which QKD

services protect secure communications between space, aerial,

and ground nodes by exchanging secret keys in quantum

channels. In [14], the authors formulated and solved the

stochastic programming model to achieve the optimal solution

for resource allocation and routing under the uncertainties of

the secret-key rate requirements and weather conditions.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We propose a three-layer QKD-FL architecture which is

illustrated in Fig. 1. The architecture consists of the QKD

layer, the QKD management and control layer, and the FL

layer. In the QKD layer, there are three types of nodes and

two types of links. The three types of nodes are QKD nodes,

trusted relays, and untrusted relays. The two types of links

are key management (KM) links and QKD links. We assume

that QKD nodes are co-located with FL nodes and the links
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Fig. 1. The QKD-secured federated learning network architecture.

(i.e., QKD, KM, and optical links) are multiplexed within a

single fiber by MUX/DEMUX components [8]. Therefore, the

network topology for the QKD layer is the same as that for the

FL layer. Let N and E denote the set of FL/QKD nodes and

the set of fiber links between FL/QKD nodes, respectively.

A QKD node supplies secret keys to its co-located FL node.

The trusted relay and the untrusted relay are located between

the QKD nodes. The QKD node consists of a global key server

(GKS), a local key manager (LKM), a security infrastructure

(SI), and components of trusted/untrusted relays. A trusted

relay consists of two or multiple transmitters of MDI-QKD

(MDI-Txs), LKM, and SI, while an untrusted relay consists of

one or multiple receivers of MDI-QKD (MDI-Rxs). An MDI-

QRx must be located between two MDI-QTxs to generate

local secret keys. An LKM is used to obtain and store the

local secret keys from the connected MDI-QTxs, and LKM

performs secret key propagation via the one-time-pad (OTP)

method [8] to generate global secret keys between QKD nodes.

The SIs are applied to ensure that trusted relays work in a

secure manner. In the QKD layer, the QKD links are used

to connect between MDI-QTxs and MDI-QRxs, while the

KM links are used to connect between LKMs. The QKD link

contains quantum and classical channels, while the KM link

contains a classical channel implemented by wavelengths. Let

W
qkd
i,j denote available QKD wavelengths on the QKD link

from FL/QKD node i to node j (i, j ∈ N ). Let W kml
i,j denote

the available KM wavelengths on the KM link from FL/QKD

node i to node j.

A. Federated Learning over QKD networks

As shown in Fig. 1, in the FL layer, FL workers engage in

FL model training with the assistance of cluster heads [3]. FL

nodes (e.g., model owners) distribute the initial models to FL

workers (e.g., data owners) via the cluster heads (e.g., routers).

The initial model is distributed to FL workers. After the FL

workers receive the initial model, they train the model locally

with their own data and create the new models. Then, the FL

workers send their new models to the cluster heads for model

aggregation.



For the QKD management and control layer, when the FL

nodes request secret keys for model encryption from the QKD

network manager, QKD nodes controlled by the QKD network

controller provide the secret keys for the FL node requests

through the QKD network manager. If the QKD nodes cannot

provide the secret keys, the FL nodes must wait for the secret

keys from the QKD nodes. When the cluster heads receive the

local models from the FL workers, they encrypt the aggregated

global model with the secret keys and transmit the encrypted

model to the destination FL node. Therefore, the security

requirements of each FL node in the FL layer directly depend

on the available secret key resources in the QKD layer.

B. QKD Network Model for Federated Learning

In the QKD-FL systems, let F and f(sf , df , Pf (·)) ∈ F
denote the set of QKD-FL chain requests and the QKD-FL

chain request of FL nodes, respectively. sf and df are the

source node and destination node of QKD-FL chain request f ,

respectively. Let KD denote the maximum achievable secret-

key rate at distance D. The number of parallel QKD-FL links

Pf (·) to satisfy the security demand (secret-key rate) of FL

model transmission between sf and df can be expressed as

Pf (ω̃) =
⌈ κ̃f

KD

⌉

, (1)

where f is the QKD-FL chain request and κ̃f is the random

variable of secret-key rate requirement of request f . D is the

distance between two connected MDI-QTxs, which can be

expressed as follows:

D ≈ 2 · ϑ, (2)

where ϑ is the distance between the MDI-QRx and MDI-QTx.

C. Cost Model for QKD Network

We adopt the costs of the QKD network components

and the links from [8] to support the deployment of QKD

with hybrid trusted/untrusted relays on the existing optical

backbone network. The QKD network components com-

prise MDI-QTxs, MDI-QRxs, LKMs, SIs, and multiplex-

ing/demultiplexing (MUX/DEMUX) components. The links

comprise QKD links and KM links. The components and links

can be described as follows:

1) MDI-QTxs and MDI-QRxs: An MDI-QKD process re-

quires two MDI-QTxs and one MDI-QRx and therefore the

numbers of MDI-QTxs (A
f
tx(·)) and MDI-QRxs (Af

rx(·)),
which satisfy the QKD-FL chain request f , can be expressed

as follows:

A
f
tx(ω̃) =

∑

i∈Nf

∑

j∈Nf

2Pf (ω̃)
⌈e(i,j)

D

⌉

, (3)

Af
rx(ω̃) =

∑

i∈Nf

∑

j∈Nf

Pf (ω̃)
⌈e(i,j)

D

⌉

. (4)

e(i,j) is the distance of the physical fiber link between nodes

i and j. Nf is set of nodes having the fiber links on the route

of request f .

2) Local Key Managers (LKMs): For the QKD-FL chain

request f , the required number of LKMs (A
f
km) can be

expressed as follows:

A
f
km =

∑

i∈Nf

∑

j∈Nf

⌈e(i,j)

D
+ 1

⌉

. (5)

3) Security Infrastructures (SI): The required number of

SIs (A
f
si) to satisfy an QKD-FL chain request f is expressed

follows:

A
f
si =

∑

i∈Nf

∑

j∈Nf

⌈e(i,j)

D
− 1

⌉

. (6)

4) MUX/DEMUX components: The required number of

MUX/DEMUX component pairs (A
f
md) for the QKD-FL chain

request f is expressed as follows:

A
f
md =

∑

i∈Nf

∑

j∈Nf

⌈e(i,j)

D

⌉

+
∑

i∈Nf

∑

j∈Nf

⌈e(i,j)

D
− 1

⌉

. (7)

5) QKD and KM links: Three wavelengths and one wave-

length are occupied by a QKD link and a KM link, respectively

[8]. The link cost for the QKD-FL chain request f can be

expressed as follows:

A
f
ch(ω̃) =

∑

i∈Nf

∑

j∈Nf

(3Pf (ω̃)e(i,j) + e(i,j)). (8)

Here, the physical lengths of QKD links and KM links are

denoted by 3Pf (ω̃)e(i,j) and e(i,j), respectively.

IV. OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION

A. Model Description

The optimization is based on the two-stage SP [15]. The

sets and constants in the optimization are defined as follows:

• N denotes a set of all nodes in the network.

• On denotes a set of outgoing links from node n ∈ N .

• In denotes a set of incoming links to node n ∈ N .

• F denotes a set of QKD-FL chain requests in the network.

• W
qkd
i,j denotes available QKD wavelengths.

• W kml
i,j denotes available KM wavelengths.

• W
qkd
f denotes 3 wavelengths of QKD link of f ∈ F

satisfying the secrete-key rate.

• W kml
f denotes 1 wavelength of KM link of f ∈ F

satisfying the secrete-key rate.

• B
eng
n,f denotes amount of energy required for transferring

traffic of request f ∈ F going through node n ∈ N .

We denote Sf ∈ N and Df ∈ N as the source node and the

destination node of request f , respectively.

The decision variables of the network are as follows:

• xi,j,f is a binary variable indicating whether request f ∈
F will take a route with the link from node i ∈ N to

node j ∈ N or not.

• yri,n,f and zri,n,f are non-negative variables indicating

the wavelength channels for QKD and KM links in the

reservation phases, respectively.



• yei,n,f and zei,n,f are non-negative variables indicating the

utilized wavelength channels for QKD and KM links,

respectively.

• yoi,n,f and zoi,n,f are non-negative variables indicating the

wavelength channels for QKD and KM links in the on-

demand phases, respectively.

We assume that the secret-key rate requirement of request

f is uncertain, which is considered to be a random variable.

The random variable ω̃ can be represented by a scenario. Let ω

denote a scenario of request f . This scenario is a realization of

a random variable ω̃. The value of the random variable can be

taken from a set of scenarios. Let Ψ and Ωf denote the set of

all scenarios of each requirement (i.e., a scenario space) shown

in (9) and the set of all scenarios of request f shown in (10),

respectively. Let K denote the maximum required secret-key

rate of the request f .

Ψ =
∏

f∈F

Ωf = Ω1 × Ω2 × · · · × Ω|F| (9)

Ωf = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,K} (10)

The expectation of the SP [15] can be represented by the

weighted sum of scenarios and their probabilities Pf (ω).

B. Optimization Formulation

The SP with the random variable ω̃ can be transformed

into the deterministic equivalence problem [15] as expressed

in (11) - (23).

The objective function (11) is to minimize the deployment

cost for QKD resources, consists of MDI-QTxs, MDI-QRxs,

LKMs, SIs, MUX /DEMUX components, and QKD and KM

links. The decision variables yei,n,f,ω, yoi,n,f,ω, zei,n,f,ω, and

zoi,n,f,ω are under scenario ω (i.e., ω ∈ Ωf ) which implies

that the values of demands are available when ω is observed.

The constraint (12) ensures that the number of outgoing routes

is larger than the number of incoming routes when the node

is the source node Sf of the QKD-FL chain request f . The

constraint (13) ensures that the number of incoming routes

is larger than the number of outgoing routes if the node is

the destination node Df of the QKD-FL chain request f . The

constraint (14) ensures that the number of outgoing routes

must be equal to the number of incoming routes if the node

is an intermediate node of the QKD-FL chain request f . The

constraint (15) ensures that there is no loop for any QKD-FL

chain request, meaning that there is only one outgoing route

for the QKD-FL chain request of any node.

The constraint (16) ensures that the QKD wavelengths of

all QKD-FL chain requests of any node must not exceed

the available QKD wavelengths (i.e., W
qkd
i,j ). The constraint

(17) ensures that the KM wavelengths of all QKD-FL chain

requests from any node must not exceed the available KM

wavelengths (i.e., W kml
i,j ). The constraint (18) ensures that

the QKD wavelengths utilized are less than or equal to the

QKD wavelengths reserved. The constraint (19) ensures that

the KM wavelengths utilized are less than or equal to the

KM wavelengths reserved. The constraint (20) ensures that the

QKD wavelengths utilized must satisfy the security require-

ments (i.e., secret-key rates). The constraint (21) ensures that

the KM wavelengths used must satisfy the requirements. The

constraints (22) and (23) are the binary and integer variables,

respectively.

min
∑

f∈F

∑

n∈N

∑

i∈In

(

B
eng
n,f xi,n,f +

(1

3
(Af

tx(ω̄)β
r
tx

+Af
rx(ω̄)β

r
rx)

)

yri,n,f + (Af
kmβ

r
km +A

f
siβ

r
si

+A
f
mdβ

r
md)z

r
i,n,f + e(i,n)(y

r
i,n,f + zri,n,f )β

r
ch

)

+
∑

f∈F

Pf (ω)
∑

n∈N

∑

i∈In

(

(1

3
(Af

tx(ω)β
e
tx

+Af
rx(ω)β

e
rx)

)

yei,n,f,ω + (Af
kmβ

e
km +A

f
siβ

e
si

+A
f
mdβ

e
md)z

e
i,n,f,ω + e(i,n)(y

e
i,n,f,ω + zei,n,f,ω)β

e
ch

+
(1

3
(Af

tx(ω)β
o
tx +Af

rx(ω)β
o
rx)

)

yoi,n,f,ω

+(Af
kmβ

o
km +A

f
siβ

o
si +A

f
mdβ

o
md)z

o
i,n,f,ω

+e(i,n)(y
o
i,n,f,ω + zoi,n,f,ω)β

o
ch

)

(11)

s.t.
∑

j′∈OSf

xSf ,j′,f −
∑

i′∈ISf

xi′,Sf ,f = 1, f ∈ F (12)

∑

i′∈IDf

xi′,Df ,f −
∑

j′∈ODf

xDf ,j′,f = 1, f ∈ F (13)

∑

j′∈On

xn,j′,f −
∑

i′∈In

xi′,n,f = 0, f ∈ F ,

n ∈ N \ {Sf , Df} (14)
∑

j′∈On

xn,j′,f ≤ 1, n ∈ N , f ∈ F (15)

∑

f∈F

(

yei,j,f,ωxi,j,f

)

≤ W
qkd
i,j , i, j ∈ N , ∀ω ∈ Ωf(16)

∑

f∈F

(zei,j,f,ωxi,j,f ) ≤ W kml
i,j , i, j ∈ N , ∀ω ∈ Ωf (17)

yei,n,f,ωxi,j,f ≤ yri,n,fxi,j,f , i, j, n ∈ N ,

f ∈ F , ∀ω ∈ Ωf (18)

zei,n,f,ωxi,j,f ≤ zri,n,fxi,j,f , i, j, n ∈ N ,

f ∈ F , ∀ω ∈ Ωf (19)

(yei,n,f,ωxi,j,f ) + yoi,n,f,ω ≥
∑

ω∈Ωf

(Pf (ω)W
qkd
f xi,n,f ), i, n ∈ N , f ∈ F (20)

(zei,n,f,ωxi,j,f ) + zoi,n,f,ω ≥
∑

ω∈Ωf

(Pf (ω)W
kml
f xi,n,f ), i, n ∈ N , f ∈ F (21)

xi,n,f ∈ {0, 1}, i, n ∈ N , f ∈ F (22)

yri,n,f , y
e
i,n,f,ω, y

o
i,n,f,ω, z

r
i,n,f , z

e
i,n,f,ω, z

o
i,n,f,ω,

∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, i, n ∈ N , f ∈ F , ∀ω ∈ Ωf (23)



V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we perform experiments with the following

considerations. First, we consider that the proposed SP model

can produce the efficient routing to satisfy the QKD-FL chain

requests. Second, the deployment cost can be decreased by

optimally reserving the QKD and KM wavelengths in advance

through the solution of the SP model. Finally, we compare the

SP model with the CO-QBN algorithm [8] to show the benefits

of the SP model.

A. Parameter Setting

We consider the FL over QKD networks as shown in Fig. 1.

Specifically, we perform experiments on the USNET topology

[8]. The distance D between two QTxs is set to 160 km

[8]. We initially set W
qkd
i,j = 150 and W kml

i,j = 50 for the

maximum wavelengths for the QKD link between node i

and node j and the maximum wavelengths for the KM link

between node i and node j, respectively. We implement and

solve the SP formulation by using GAMS/CPLEX solver [16].

For the SP model, we consider the random number of secret-

key rates with uniform distribution for ease of presentation.

We consider the cost values of five QKD network components

which are composed of MDI-QTXs, MDI-QRXs, LKMs, SIs,

MUX/DEMUX components, and QKD and KM links. For the

reservation phase, we apply the cost values from [8]. The cost

values of the components are presented in Table I.

TABLE I
RESERVATION AND ON-DEMAND COST VALUES

Notations Values($) Notations Values($) Notations Values($)
βr
tx
, βe

tx
1,500 βr

rx, β
e
rx 2,250 βr

km
, βe

km
1,200

βr

si
, βe

si
150 βr

md
, βe

md
300 βr

ch
, βe

ch
1

βo
tx

6,000 βo
rx 9,000 βo

km
3,000

βo

si
500 βo

md
900 βo

ch
4

B. Numerical Results
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Fig. 2. Three QKD-FL chain requests in USNET topology.

1) Routing: Figure 2 illustrates the solutions of SP model

that satisfy three requests. For the solutions, the SP model

can allocate QKD and KM wavelengths (i.e., resources) in

the reservation and on-demand phases for the requests in fiber

optic networks. In Fig. 2, each request (i.e., a route) utilizes

QKD and KM wavelengths within a fiber optic link. To obtain

the optimal deployment cost, it is interesting to mention that

both QKD and KM wavelengths in the reservation and on-

demand phases are utilized along the routes. For example, with

the request from source node 1 to destination node 23, the

optimal deployment cost can be obtained from the route with

nodes 1 → 6 → 9 → 12 → 16 → 22 → 23. In particular,

the QKD and KM wavelengths in the on-demand phase are

utilized from node 1 to node 6 (i.e., 1 → 6) and from node 6

to node 9 (i.e., 6 → 9) while the rest of the route utilize the

QKD and KM wavelengths in the reservation phase.

2) Cost Structure Analysis: For Fig. 3(a), we examine the

performance of the SP model in obtaining the optimal solution.

In the first stage, we vary the reserved QKD wavelengths

and fix the reserved KM wavelengths. Then, we present the

optimal solution obtained by the SP model and the effect

of reserved QKD wavelengths on the solution. In Fig. 3(a),

when the reserved QKD wavelengths increase, the first-stage

cost increases significantly. However, the second-stage cost

decreases dramatically when the secret-key rates are observed.

The reason is that the QKD wavelength in the on-demand

phase (i.e., the second stage) is forced to be minimum by

utilizing the cheaper QKD wavelength in the reservation

phase (i.e., the first stage). As a result, at the reserved QKD

wavelengths of 150, the optimal solution can be achieved

and the second-stage cost is 0. This is because the reserved

QKD wavelengths meet the demands (i.e., secret-key rates)

and therefore the on-demand QKD wavelengths in the second

stage are not utilized. After this point, the total cost and the

first-stage cost increase since there is the penalty cost for an

excess of the reserved QKD wavelength to be charged. For

Fig. 3(a), we can mention that over-provisioning and under-

provisioning of QKD wavelengths affect the high total cost

significantly.

In a similar way to the investigation above, in Fig. 3(b),

we vary the KM wavelengths in the first stage and fix the

QKD wavelengths to show the optimal solution obtained by

the SP model. In Fig. 3(b), clearly, the first-stage cost increases

steadily while the second-stage cost decreases. However, the

optimal solution is achieved when the reserved KM wave-

lengths are 50. The reason is that the reserved KM wavelengths

of 50 successfully satisfy the demands. After this point, the

total cost and the first-stage cost increase since the penalty

cost of an excess of reserved KM wavelengths is charged.

Therefore, we can mention that the high cost is affected by

not only the reserved QKD wavelengths but also the reserved

KM wavelengths.

Figure 3(c) illustrates the QKD and KM wavelengths (i.e.,

resources) in the reservation and on-demand phases under

different secret-key rates. In the reservation phase, the QKD

and KM wavelengths rise steeply until the secret-key rates are

5 and 3 kbps, respectively. This is because the reserved QKD

and KM wavelengths are completely utilized at the secret-key

rates of 5 and 3 kbps, respectively. After these points, both
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(a) The solution under different reserved
QKD wavelengths.
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(d) The deployment cost comparison.

Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Optimal solutions under different reserved QKD wavelengths and different reserved KM wavelengths of the SP model, respectively, (c)
The QKD and KM wavelengths in the reservation and on-demand phases under different secret-key rates, and (d) The cost comparison between the SP model
and CO-QBN algorithm.

QKD and KM wavelengths are constant since the maximum

available QKD and KM wavelengths are limited. The maxi-

mum available QKD and KM wavelengths in the reservation

phases are constrained by the QKD service provider. As a

result, to satisfy the high secret-key rates, the QKD and KM

wavelengths in the on-demand phases are instead utilized. In

the on-demand phase, the QKD and KM wavelengths start

rising dramatically at 5 and 3 kbps, respectively due to the

limited available QKD and KM wavelengths in the reservation

phases.
3) Performance Evaluation Under Various Parameters: We

compare the SP model with the CO-QBN algorithm [8]. Figure

3(d) illustrates a performance comparison of the SP model

and CO-QBN algorithm by varying the number of QKD-FL

chain requests. In Fig. 3(d), both the SP model and CO-QBN

algorithm can decrease the deployment cost when the QKD

chain requests increase. However, in comparison with the CO-

QBN algorithm, the SP model can significantly achieve a

lower deployment cost in different QKD chain requests. For

example, with the requests of 60, the SP model can reduce

the deployment cost compared with the CO-QBN algorithm by

8.15%. In addition, the performance of the SP model compared

with the CO-QBN algorithm in different requests is relatively

stable (i.e., 8.21%). Therefore, we can claim that the SP model

significantly outperforms the CO-QBN algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the architecture and adaptive

QKD resource allocation and routing model for QKD-FL

systems. First, we have proposed the hierarchical architecture

for QKD-FL systems for the joint allocation of resources for

QKD nodes and links to protect the transmission of FL models

from eavesdropping attacks. Then, we have formulated the

adaptive QKD resource allocation and routing model based

on two-stage SP to obtain the optimal deployment cost under

uncertainty. The experimental results have clearly shown that

the proposed model produces the minimum deployment cost

and shortest routing. In addition, the performance of the

proposed model outperforms that of the CO-QBN algorithm

by at least 7.72%.

For the future work, we will investigate the impact of the

uncertainty (i.e., secret-key rates). In addition, we will study

and propose a resource allocation and routing model in QKD

over space-air-ground integrated networks (SAGIN) for FL

applications.
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